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Introduction and background of main event 
Produced as a cooperative effort between the City of Allen and the Allen Parks Foundation, Market Street Allen USA 
Celebration presented by Texas Health Allen is Allen’s largest and most spectacular community event to say the least!  

Centered around the theme of being “First to the Fourth," Market Street Allen USA Celebration serves as the 
community’s Fourth of July celebration, uniquely held the last Saturday of June every year. Being the last Saturday in 
June allows the event to be a standout among other cities’ celebrations in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex while 
promoting attendance locally, regionally and statewide.  
 
Market Street Allen USA Celebration occurs annually from 4-11 p.m., is free to attend and includes two stages of live 
music and entertainment, a variety of interactive zones for all ages and interests, a wide array of festival food vendors 
and a fireworks display that’s choreographed to music. 
 
Having begun in 1995, Allen USA first took place in the intimate surroundings of Bethany Lakes Park and the Joe Farmer 
Recreation Center Amphitheater in Allen. An estimated 5,000 people attended the first event, complete with fireworks, 
a thrilling laser show and entertainment provided by the Allen Civic Chorus and other local talent.  
 
The phenomenal success from these humble beginnings led the event to move to a larger venue at Allen Station Park. 
Attendance grew to more than 20,000 as the entertainment included national recording artists such as Jerry Jeff Walker, 
Vince Vance and the Valiants and others. 
 
In 2003, Allen USA exploded in attendance with a move to Allen’s 106-acre Celebration Park. Since that time, the event 
has grown to a regular attendance of over 80,000 people and has included national recording artists such as Survivor, JT 
Taylor from Kool and the Gang, Eddie Money, 38 Special, Three Dog Night, Gin Blossoms, Pentatonix and The 
Commodores to name a few.  
 
In addition to great music, Allen USA incorporates various zones that are fun for all ages. These include the Food Zone 
with a diverse range of festival food, Jurassic Zone by Billings Productions (The Dinosaur Company) with lifelike 
animatronic dinosaurs, Kids Zone with a craft tent and giant inflatables, PFSweb Military Zone with military vehicles on 
display, Allen American Sports Zone with athletes from Allen’s professional sports teams, VIP Party Zone and the new 
"Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge powered by Michael Johnson Performance.  
 
Allen USA concludes with an unforgettable fireworks display set to popular and patriotic music. The fireworks show also 
includes ground effects that can only be experienced from the event location at Celebration Park. 
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Description and purpose/objective of promotion 
Over the past few years, the format of Market Street Allen USA Celebration was changed from mainly a concert with 
international acts supported by a Kids Zone with activities for children age 3-12 to a more all-encompassing, family-
centered event full of activities and entertainment for all ages. As the event has grown, the goal was to brainstorm and 
add activities for guests of all ages.  
 
Capitalizing on the popularity of the Dallas Cowboys and football in this area, the idea to enhance Market Street Allen 
USA Celebration was to implement a competition similar to what football combine athletes go through prior to the NFL 
draft. 
 
The result was the "Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?" Combine Challenge to build exposure for both Market Street Allen 
USA Celebration and Michael Johnson Performance while providing a fun experience for participants. 
 
For the promotional event, participants in five age groups competed in variations of NFL combine drills, including the 
three-cone drill, 40-yard dash, pro-agility shuttle, standing broad jump and vertical jump, for a chance to meet current 
Dallas Cowboy wide receiver Cole Beasley. 
 
The winner of each age division for each gender (along with one guest) got to meet Beasley. One additional individual 
participant was randomly chosen to meet Beasley, as well.  
 
The intention was to add the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge with minimal cost and strain on the 
existing event budget. With multiple high-quality training centers around the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, Michael 
Johnson Performance was the target for sponsorship and support. Michael Johnson Performance was approached to be 
a partner for the inaugural Combine Challenge. Trained professionals from Michael Johnson Performance, who regularly 
serve professional athletes, organized and timed the participants as they competed in each combine drill at no cost as a 
part of the sponsorship. 
 
The objective to have Michael Johnson Performance as a partner was to decrease costs of personnel to needed to run 
the event and lend credibility to Combine Challenge, duplicating the true NFL combine experience for which they 
prepare collegiate athletes.  
 
The Dallas Cowboys also supported the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge by providing inflatables as 
gifts for participants.  
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Description of what was being promoted 
The “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge promoted both Michael Johnson Performance and the main 
event, Market Street Allen USA Celebration, helping make the main event more diverse and all-around more 
entertaining for attendees.  

Michael Johnson Performance is a training facility in McKinney, Texas, that provides in-season and offseason training 
programs, biochemical analyses, nutrition assessments, remote coaching, physical therapy and injury prevention 
programs for athletes to build the fundamentals for athletic progress, and maintain superior levels of athletic 
performance.  

With a global presence in more than five countries, Michael Johnson Performance serves athletes of all sports, including 
young athletes of North Texas, and high performance and professional athletes, both nationally and worldwide.  

Michael Johnson Performance was targeted as a sponsor because they fit perfectly with the concept of the “Are You as 
Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge. Because the zone featured NFL combine drills, Michael Johnson Performance 
was the perfect partner because they work with athletes at all levels of competition, including college and professional 
football players. 

With Michael Johnson Performance’s assistance, the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge duplicated 
the NFL combine experience with authentic drills and tools to measure participant results (i.e., electric timing system to 
time participants who ran the 40-yard dash).  

The demographic of the majority of the people who would be participating in the event is exactly Michael Johnson 
Performance’s clientele, giving them the opportunity to promote themselves and increase their customer base through 
their participation in the event. 
 
Being able to secure current Dallas Cowboy Cole Beasley was a challenge and huge accomplishment, and it was his 
presence that enabled us to come up with the title of the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge.  

Market Street Allen USA Celebration guests not participating in the challenge were able to enjoy watching the registered 
contestants in the various challenges led by Michael Johnson Performance Center trainers.  

The “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was used consistently throughout the Market Street Allen USA 
Celebration marketing campaign to increase interest and attendance at the main event, including live news segments on 
FOX4 and CBS sports radio 105.3 The Fan, print and digital advertisements, and targeted social media and email 
campaigns. 
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What makes this promotion different from any other promotions? 
The “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was a new, unique promotion that also helped promote the 
main event, Market Street Allen USA Celebration. 

By offering the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge, Market Street Allen USA Celebration attendees 
had the opportunity to compete in a high performance authentic competition designed for NFL players and directed by 
professionals at Michael Johnson Performance while simultaneously allowing the participants an opportunity to meet a 
professional athlete.  

The chance to win a $500 shopping spree from Market Street by surpassing current NFL player Cole Beasley’s NFL 
combine scores provided additional motivation to compete. In addition, NFL athlete Cole Beasley was available for 
autographs and pictures.  

Marketing efforts for the main event, Market Street Allen USA Celebration, were enhanced by being able to use Cole 
Beasley’s image along with information about the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge throughout the 
marketing campaign. 
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Target audience for promotion 
The target audience for the “Are You as tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was children to adults, both male and 
females, ages 9 and older. 

The age categories for the competition were 9-11, 12-14, 15-18, 19-29 and 30 plus. 

A majority of the people participated in the event were the same demographic as Michael Johnson Performance’s 
clientele, giving the organization an opportunity to promote themselves and increase their customer base through 
participation in the event. 
 
The “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was used consistently throughout the Market Street Allen USA 
Celebration marketing campaign, adding another incentive to attend the main event because of the opportunity to 
participate in an interactive competition for the chance meet a current NFL Cowboy wide receiver. 
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Attendance/number of participants 
Attendance for the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was 125 registrants.  

The participants competed in five age groups with males and females participating separately.  

The age categories included Middle School (grades 6-8), High School (grades 9-12), 19-29 years and 30+ years. The 
participants ranged from nine to 61 years with our largest registered age group being 9-11 years.  

Promotional efforts and interest created for the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge also helped 
increase overall attendance at Market Street Allen USA Celebration, which had an estimated crowd of about 82,000. 
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Tie-in of promotion to main event/organization 
Market Street Allen USA Celebration incorporates various zones that appeal to all ages and interests. The “Are You as 
Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge functioned as a new zone at the main event. 

Other zones included the Food Zone, Jurassic Zone by Billings Productions (The Dinosaur Company), Kids Zone with a 
craft tent and giant inflatables, PFSweb Military Zone, VIP Party Zone along with the new "Are You as Tough as a 
Cowboy”? Combine Challenge powered by Michael Johnson Performance. 

The Market Street Allen USA Celebration media partner, CBS radio, interviewed former Dallas Cowboy Tony Hill and 
current Dallas Cowboy Cole Beasley about the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge and how it tied into 
the main event, during the week leading up to Market Street Allen USA Celebration, on the radio network’s sports 
station, 105.3 The Fan.  

In addition, pre-event promotion and media outreach spurred FOX4, the local Dallas-Fort Worth affiliate station, to ask if 
the station could do a live, on-site interview for their morning show, Good Day Texas, with both Tony Hill and Cole 
Beasley while having Michael Johnson Performance demonstrate combine drills for television footage on the day before 
Market Street Allen USA Celebration. When FOX4 came on-site for the live shoot, Michael Johnson Performance had a 
number of children participate in the drills in the background during the interviews with Tony Hill and Cole Beasley, who 
both mentioned how to sign up for the event, and the cameramen also filmed additional footage of the children 
participating in the drills for following news segments later in the day.  

On the day of Market Street Allen USA Celebration, Michael Johnson Performance organized, timed, and trained the 
“Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge participants while main event staff compiled the scores.  

Media coverage of the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge increased awareness and attendance at the 
main event, Market Street Allen USA Celebration. 
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Overall revenue/expense budget of specific promotion 
The purpose of the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was to increase interest in both the main 
event, Market Street Allen USA Celebration, and the Allen American Sports Zone, which featured athletes from Allen’s 
professional minor league sports teams.  

For the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge, a one-time appearance fee was paid to NFL player Cole 
Beasley and t-shirts were provided to all of the participants. 

For the challenge, grass was painted to look like a football field, and bleachers and bicycle fencing were used to 
surround the field. The main event and sponsors covered the cost of the whole “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” 
Combine Challenge.  

EXPENSES 
• T-shirts 
• Football Field  

o Field stencils 
o Field painting 

• Fencing  
• Cole Beasley  

o NFL player appearance fee 
REVENUE 

• Partners/Sponsors 
• Registration 

o $5 participation fee 
 
Registration Fee Included:  

• Admission 
• T-shirt  
• Professional instruction by Michael Johnson Performance staff  
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Duration of program 
From beginning to end, the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge promotional event lasted about five 
hours. 

• 4 p.m. - Challenge began 
• 7:40 p.m. - Challenge ended 
• 8 p.m. - Results Announced 
• 8:30 p.m. - Meet and greet with current Dallas Cowboy wide receiver Cole Beasley 
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Description of sponsor/charity/volunteer/school/other group involvement with 
event and benefits to each   
The sponsor for the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was Michael Johnson Performance.  

Michael Johnson Performance is a training facility in McKinney, Texas, that provides in-season and offseason training 
programs, biochemical analyses, nutrition assessments, remote coaching, physical therapy and injury prevention 
programs for athletes to build the fundamentals for athletic progress, and maintain superior levels of athletic 
performance.  

With a global presence in more than five countries, Michael Johnson Performance serves athletes of all sports, including 
young athletes of North Texas, and high performance and professional athletes, both nationally and worldwide.  

Michael Johnson Performance was targeted because they fit perfectly with the concept of the “Are You as Tough as a 
Cowboy?” Combine Challenge. Because the zone featured NFL combine drills, Michael Johnson Performance was the 
perfect partner because they work with athletes at all levels of competition, including college and professional football 
players. 

The demographic of the majority of the people who would be participating in the event is exactly Michael Johnson 
Performance’s clientele, giving them the opportunity to promote themselves and increase their customer base through 
their participation in the event. 
 
Michael Johnson Performance staff helped monitor and time the event, and participants also benefitted by getting 
critiqued on style, form and fitness by industry professionals who work directly with professional athletes. 
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Overall effectiveness/success of the event 
The “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge was incredibly successful, adding a new component and 
attraction to Market Street Allen USA Celebration while also bringing increased media exposure, resulting in higher 
attendance numbers to the main event.  

The marketing campaign brought thousands of advertising impressions to both Michael Johnson Performance and 
Market Street Allen USA Celebration, including media exposure on CBS sports radio 105.3 The Fan and FOX4’s morning 
show, Good Day Texas. 

Through the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge, Market Street Allen USA Celebration provided a new, 
interactive experience for participants and an exciting competition to watch for Market Street Allen USA Celebration 
attendees.  

The event attracted all ages from children to seniors, and several of Allen’s City Council members participated in the 
drills, including running the 40-yard dash. All participants got feedback on their performances by Michael Johnson 
Performance. 

Traditional television, radio and print media ran stories about the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge, 
creating more awareness of Michael Johnson Performance and Market Street Allen USA Celebration while helping bring 
an overall attendance of about 82,000. 
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What challenges/obstacles did you foresee/encounter in creating the 
program/activity/idea, and how did you handle them? 

Challenges experienced with the “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge included finding resources to 
offset the cost and determining how to duplicate the true NFL combine experience for participants.  

The “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge promotional event partnered with Michael Johnson 
Performance, which trains athletes of all abilities. With their assistance, the promotional event was able to duplicate the 
identical combine experience with authentic drills and tools to measure participants’ results, such as an electric timing 
system for participants who ran the 40-yard dash.  

As an added incentive, a grand prize $500 shopping spree from Market Street was included for a participant if they beat 
any two of current NFL Cowboy wide receiver Cole Beasley’s combine scores, during the event.  

Being able to secure current Dallas Cowboy Cole Beasley was a challenge and huge accomplishment, as his presence 
enabled the event to come up with the title of “Are You as Tough as a Cowboy?” Combine Challenge.  
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